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Very recently the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov self-consistent-field (HFB-
:SCF) method was applied to molecular systems1• It was shown that the energy 
is not an appropriate quantity to show to which extent the pairing interaction 
is involved and the suggestion was given that perhaps other quantities are 
more sensitive. In recent time the RPA2 with the Hartree-Fock ground state 
wave function as the zero order wave function has proved to be very successful 
in calculating the excitation energies of molecules. We expect even better 
results with RP A using the HFB ground state wave function as zero order 
wave function. In this paper we would like to write down explicitly the 
expression necessary to calculate transition energies. As far as we know 
:such an evaluation has not been done before though the general prescription 
is well known. The procedure we used is due to Baranger3. 
The form of the Hamiltonian after Bogoliubov's transformation is (1): 
With 
H1 = energy of the ground state (pure number) 
H2 = ~ Eaa; aa 
a 
H 3 = 0 
H4 = 1/4 ~ Vkrmn Na (c~ c: cncm) 
klmn 
(1) 
-~ I : ~ j 
-• I 
:Ea and coefficients A and B are determined in self-consistent manner1• 
Independent excitations of the system are described by the operators: 
A+ (ij) = a; a j 
(2) 
Only pairs of the quasi-particles operators have to be used because the 
.condition of the fixed number of quasi-particles has to be satisfied. 
The operators that describe collective excitation are combinations of A+, 
.and A. They satisfy the Heisenberg equation: 
[QB, H'] = WBQB 
[Q~, H'] = -w8Q~ 
(3) 
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where w is the excitation energy. Q and Q+ are supposed to be of the form : 
QB = L XiiBA (ij) - L YiisN (ij) 
ij ij 
Q ~ = L X;iBN (ij) - L Yii 8 A (ij) 
(4)' 
ij ij 
In this case equation (3) gives in RPA approximation the coupled equations 
for the coefficients X and Y: 
wnXijB = L p (ij, kl) xklB + LR (ij, kl) yk!B 
kl kl 
- Ws Yus = LP (ij, kl) Y klB + LR (ij , kl) XklB 
(5} 
kl kl 
P and R are coefficients obtained from the linearization of the commutators 
[A (ij), H'] in RPA manner: 
[A (ij), H'] = L J;> (ij, kl) A (kl) + LR (ij , kl) N (kl) 
kl kl 
and (6) 
[A+ (ij) , H'] = - LP (ij , kl) N (k, 1) - LR (ij, kl) A (kl) 
kl kl 
The evaluation of P and R are tedious and we quote only the main results .. 
The starting Hamiltonian has the form: 
(7} 
where c; , (ci) are creation (annihilation) operators for the i-th molecular 
orbital level in tbe Hartree-Fock scheme. For the general Bogoliubov 
transformation 
P and Rare 
c.i = L [Aijai +Bua:] 
i 
cj = L [Aiia: + Bii ad 
i 
- (AinAldm - BimB1rnlJ + 1/2 L V~rmn [(AivAir)' A1nAkm + 
prmn 
rpm P. 
R (ij, kl) = 1/2 L V~rmn [(AiPAir)' B1nBkm + 
prmn 






(AipAj,)' = A ipA jr-AjpAir 
Tik = L 0 £p (AipA kv - BipBkp) 
v ;jk1 = vi jkl - V ij1k 
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With the known expressions for P and R the system of coupled equation (5) 
can be solved. The resulting coefficients X and Y satisfy ortogonality con-
ditions3. X and Y completely determine the operators Q and Q+ and these 
can be used to find the ground state wave function which is different from 
the BCS3 ground state wave function: 
QB J 'lj!o > = 0 (10) 
The new ground state wave function J 'lj! 0 > can be easily found. Naimly, 
the following expression is valid: 
J 'lj! 0 > = I BCS > + L b 2 (ij) a ; a j I BCS > + 
ij 
+ L b4 (ijkl) a; aj a~a : I BCS > + ... (11) 
ijkl 
b 2 , b 4 , •• • are determined using equation (10). It is easy to see that only terms 
with 0, 4, 8 ... quasi-particles are retained. The excited state wave function 
is defined as: 
(12) 
From eq. (12) it follows that I 'lj!B > contains terms with 2, 6, 10 ... quasi-
-particles. 
More or less as a test we have calculated the transition energies of the 
molecular systems (ureas) treated previously with the RPA and Hartree-Fock 
as a ground state wave function. HFB calculation done on these systems did 
not show any important influence of the pairing interactions. We obtain still 
lower transition energies in comparison with standard RPA but the lowering 
is completely negligible (Table I) . We conclude that Bogoliubov transformation 
method has yet to prove its worth by the application to more appropriate 
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IZVLECEK 
Raeun eksitacij molekulskega sistema po HFB-SCF metodi v aproksimaciji RPA 
B. Lukman in A . Azman 
Pokazana je uporaba Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov SCF metodi v Random -
Phase-Approximation na doloCitvi eksitacij molekulskega sistema. Izpeljane so po-
trebne enacbe in uporabljene pri dolocitvi energij prehodov secnin. 
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